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DEFINITIONS: 

 
 

“CONTRACT” means an Agreement and any attachments approved by the 
Township. 

 
“TOWNSHIP” means the Corporation of the Township of Georgian Bay. 

 
“TREASURER” means the Director of Finance for The Corporation of the 

Township of Georgian Bay. 
 

“MAY” used in this document denotes permissive. 
 

“PROPONENT” means a vendor invited to submit a proposal in response to 
this Proposal. 

 

“SELECTED PROPONENT” means the Proponent(s) whose proposal has 
been selected by the Township for further consideration. 

 
“SHALL” and “WILL” used in this document denotes imperative. 

 
“SUCCESSFUL PROPONENT(S)” means Proponent(s) whose proposal (s) 

has been approved by the Township. 
 

“REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP)” means the document issued by the 
Corporation of the Township of Georgian Bay. 
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1.0 INVITATION 

 
The Township of Georgian Bay is inviting proposals for the supply of a 

2018 Tandem Plow for the Operations Department by 2:00 PM April 4, 
2019, 2019. 

 
2.0 INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPONENTS 

 
2.1    The Township of Georgian Bay reserves the right to revise the dates in 

the Proposal or to cancel this Proposal without penalty or cost to the 
Township of Georgian Bay. 

 
2.2   QUESTIONS & CLARIFICATIONS 

 
It will be the Proponent's responsibility to clarify any details in 
question, not mentioned in this contract before submitting their 
Proposal. 
 
Questions relating to this Proposal must be received by 12:00 
PM March 28, 2019 by Chris Stewart Manager of fleet/Mechanic 
and can be faxed to the attention of: Chris at 705-538-
1328 or e-mailed to same at cstewart@gbtownship.ca.     
 
Answers to pertinent questions, will be shared with other 
proponents to ensure a level playing field for all Proponents. 
Questions received after this date and time will not receive a 
response. 
 
Questions will be answered within (48) forty-eight hours of 
receipt (weekends excepted). A clarification does not form part 
of the Proposal document. 
 
Any modifications to the document will be in the form of 
addenda, which will be issued by the Treasurer to all Proponents 
and distributed up to (24) twenty-four hours prior to the 
Proposal closing date.  No changes will be made during the final 
(24) twenty-four hours.  

 
Proponents are notified that any errors or omissions in the 
Proposal may render the Proposal invalid. 
 

2.3   SUBMISSION PROCESS 
 

Proposals must be submitted in a sealed envelope that should be 

labeled RFP 2019-01 Supply of a Tandem Plow truck and will be 
received until the proposal closes at 2:00 p.m. local time on April 4, 
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2019 by: 

     
Brad Sokach, Director of Operations 

Township of Georgian Bay Administration Office 
99 Lone Pine Road 

Port Severn, ON  L0K 1S0 
 

The envelope must include the name of the company supplying the 
response on the outside of the sealed envelope. 

 
Each proponent is asked to submit one (1) original and one (1) 

copy of their proposal. 
  

The Proposal envelope will be marked by the Treasurer’s authorized 
representative with the time and date that the envelope was received 

at the Administration Office. The use of any means of delivery of a 

Proposal shall be at the risk of the Proponent.  
 

Proposals received after the specified time and date of this Proposal 
closing will not be considered and will be returned to the Proponent 

unopened. 
 

All Proposals must be submitted on corporate letterhead, duly signed 
by an authorized official. No electronic or facsimile responses will be 

accepted. 
 

It is the responsibility of the Proponent to ensure that couriered 
proposals are delivered to the Director by the proposal closing time. 

Misdirected couriered proposals, proposals received after the closing 
date\time\place will not be accepted and will be returned unopened. 

Requests for extensions of closing date or time will not be granted and 

adjustments to proposals by telephone or facsimile will not be 
considered. 

 
All proposal submissions must conform to the terms and conditions set 

out herein. Failure to do so may cause the submission to be rejected. 
 

A Proponent may withdraw or alter the Proposal at any time up to the 
specified time and date for Proposal closing by submitting a letter 

bearing the Proponent’s signature to the Treasurer or the authorized 
representative who will mark thereon the time and date of receipt.  

The Proponent’s name and the contract number shall be shown on the 
envelope containing such letter.  
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To ensure similarity in proposal presentation and to facilitate the 

comparison of competing proposals by the evaluation team, 
proponents shall complete the Township’s forms supplied within the 

document.   
 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS: 
 

Request for Proposal Release March 14, 2019 
Deadline for Queries March 28, 2019 

Closing Date    April 4, 2019 
Delivery Date   On or before October 15, 2019 

 
2.4 PROPONENT CONTACT 

 
The Proponent shall name a representative for all communication 

concerning the Request for Proposal process. 

 
2.5 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 
Prior to the formal award of the contract, the Township may request 

additional information about the Proponent's Proposal by sending a 
signed written fax inquiry to the vendor contact.  The Proponent will 

provide a signed written response.   
 

2.6 LIMITATION OF DAMAGES 
 

The Proponent waives any claim for loss of profits, overhead expense, 
liabilities, costs, expenses, loss or damage incurred, sustained or suffered 

by themselves prior or subsequent to or by reason of the acceptance or 
the non-acceptance by the Township of any Proposal or by reason of any 

delay in the acceptance of a Proposal, or matters in respect of the 

competitive process, except as provided in the Proposal. All costs 
incurred in the preparation and presentation of the Proposal shall be 

wholly absorbed by the proponent. All supporting documentation 
submitted with the Proposal shall become the property of the Township 

of Georgian Bay. 
 

2.7  IRREVOCABLE 
  

All Proposals will be irrevocable for a period of thirty (30) days from the 
closing date of the Proposal or until a contract is signed with the 

successful Proponent(s), whichever comes first. 
 

2.8  INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 
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The successful Proponent will, at all times, indemnify and save harmless 
the Township, their officers, employees and agents from and against all 

claims, demands, losses, costs, damages, action, suite or other 
proceedings made, sustained, brought or prosecuted that are based 

upon, or caused in any way by anything done or omitted to be done by 
the Proponent or any of it's officers, directors, employees, or agents in 

connection with the services performed, purportedly performed or 
required to be performed by the Proponent under this proposal call and 

subsequent contractual agreement. 
 

2.9 PAYMENT 
 

Upon award of this contract, a Purchase Order shall be issued by the 
Township.  The Proponent shall provide the Township with an invoice 

detailing equipment provided quoting the Purchase Order number.  The 

payment will be made following the supply of the vehicle in accordance 
with the approval of the respective Department Head.  The Township 

normally makes payment within thirty days of the receipt of an 
acceptable invoice. 

 
2.10  ERRORS AND OMISSIONS 

 
It is understood, acknowledged and agreed that while this Proposal 

includes specific requirements and specifications, and while the 
Township has used considerable efforts to ensure an accurate 

representation of information in this proposal, the information is not 
guaranteed by the Township to be comprehensive or exhaustive. 

Nothing in the proposal is intended to relieve the Proponents from 
forming their own opinions and conclusions with respect to the matters 

addressed in the Proposal. There will be no consideration of any claim, 

after submission of Proposals, that there is a misunderstanding with 
respect to the conditions imposed by the contract. 

 

2.11  CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT 

 
The successful Proponent shall at all times maintain confidentiality. 

   
2.12 MUNICIPAL FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PROTECTION    

PRIVACY ACT (MFIPPA) 
 

In accordance with MFIPPA, this is to advise that any personal 
information Proponents provide is being collected under the authority of 
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the Municipal Act and will be used exclusively in the selection process. 

All Proposals submitted become the property of the Township.  
Proponents are reminded to identify in their Proposal material any 

specific scientific, technical, commercial proprietary, or similar 
confidential information, the disclosure of which could cause them 

injury. Complete Proposals are not to be identified as confidential. The 
information contained in this Proposal document may be utilized by the 

Proponent solely for the purpose of preparing a Proposal for submission 
to the Township. Any other use of the information for any other purpose 

is not authorized by the Township. 
 

2.13  ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF PROPOSALS 
 

       The Township of Georgian Bay does not bind itself to accept the lowest 
or any proposal.  

 

2.14 NEGOTIATIONS 
 

The Township may award the RFP on the basis of Proposals received, 
without discussion. Each proposal should, therefore, contain the 

Proponent’s best terms and complete detailed information. The 
Township reserves the right to enter into negotiations with the selected 

proponent(s). If the Township and the selected Proponent(s) cannot 
negotiate a successful agreement, the Township may terminate the 

negotiations and begin negotiations with the next selected 
Proponent(s). This process will continue until an agreement has been 

executed or all of the Proponent(s) have been rejected. No Proponent 
shall have any rights against the Township arising from negotiations. 

 
The vendor will assume all costs incurred in providing responses to the 

RFP and for providing any additional information required by the 

Township of Georgian Bay to facilitate the evaluation process. The 
Township of Georgian Bay reserves the right to discontinue the RFP 

process at any time and makes no commitments, implied or otherwise, 
that this process will result in a business transaction with one or more 

vendors. 
 

2.15 HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE 
 

The Treasurer or designate reserves the right to disqualify and remove 
from the proposal process those Proponents whose historical 

performance has been unsatisfactory in terms of failure to meet contract 
specifications, terms and conditions or for Health and Safety violations, 

of which the Treasurer shall be the sole judge. 
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2.16  TERMINATION 
 

In the event that the Proponent fails to comply with any of the terms 
and conditions set forth in the signed contract agreement, the 

Proponent will be notified in writing and will be given ten (10) days to 
comply with the violated sections. At the expiration of the stated period 

of time, if the Proponent has not complied to the satisfaction of the 
Township, the contract can be terminated. Any termination of the 

contract by the Township shall be without prejudice to any other rights 
or remedies the Township may have.  The Township of Georgian Bay 

shall have exclusive option of terminating the Contract, immediately, at 
any time for any fraud or dishonesty on the part of any officer, 

employee, agent, servant or shareholder or the Contractor. 
 

3.0 TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 
The Township of Georgian Bay reserves the right to award in whole or 

in part based on the best interests of the Township. 
 

4.0 PROPONENT INCURRED COSTS 
 

All costs incurred in the preparation and presentation of the Proposal 
shall be wholly absorbed by the Proponent.  All supporting 

documentation submitted with the Proposal shall become the property 
of the Township of Georgian Bay. 

 
5.0 PROPONENT INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 

 
The Proponent shall include the following information in its response: 

 

� Details of warranty for items proposed 
� Per item costs 

 
The Proponent will be fully responsible for the validity, accuracy and 

completeness of all costs and rates identified in it's response to this 
Request for Proposals.  All Proposals shall become the property of the 

Township. 
 

6.0 EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 

Proposals will be evaluated on the basis of information provided by the 
proponents at the time of submission as well as any additional 

information provided during subsequent meetings with the Proponents. 
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The following criteria outline the primary considerations, but not 

limited to, will be used in the evaluation and subsequent awarding of 
this undertaking. These criteria are not listed in any particular order: 

 
Vendor 

Proponent expertise as it relates to pricing for the equipment, previous 
experience of Proponent as it relates to pricing for the equipment, 

information obtained through references provided with the proposal. 
 

Proposal 
Responsiveness to the proposal, completeness and comprehensiveness 

of the submission, demonstrated understanding of the requirements of 
the Township equipment, ability to meet delivery deadline.  

 
Financial 

Proposed cost to the Township. 

 
Value Added Services 

Advantages to the Township, selection of a proposal will be based on 
the above criteria, requirements of the proposal and any other 

relevant information provided by the Proponent or otherwise obtained. 
Details of the evaluation will not be made public but may be discussed 

in the presentation to Township Council. 
 

� Financial (Price)                             40% 
� Vendor/Proposal (Quality)               30% 

� Added Value (Warranty/Delivery)     30% 
 

 

7.0  PROPOSAL AWARD 
 

 On completion of the evaluation process, a decision will be made by the 

Corporation of the Township of Georgian Bay. After Township approval, 
an agreement will be signed with the selected Proponent.  In the event of 

default or failure to meet the terms and conditions of the agreement, the 
Township may accept another Proponent’s Proposal or seek new 

Proposals.  The Township reserves the right to accept or reject any or all 
Proposals, to negotiate with the successful Proponent(s) and to waive 

irregularities and omissions, if in so doing the best interests of the 
Township will be served.  No liability shall accrue to the Township for its 

decision in this regard. Any Proposal or any part of any Proposal will not 
necessarily be accepted. The lowest bid does not necessarily constitute 

an award. The Township is not obligated to award a contract to any 
Proponent pursuant to this Proposal. 
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THE LOWEST OR ANY PROPOSAL WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE 
ACCEPTED 
 
 
 

I hereby do understand and accept terms above 
 

  
     Signature ___________________________________  

 
 
 
Date ___________________________________ 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
 

1 MAKE MODEL SPECIFY: 

YEAR: 

 

MAKE: 

 

MODEL: 

FREIGHTLINER          114 SD SBA 

Western Star          4700 SBA 

INTERNATIONAL          7600 SBA 

OTHER:  

 

2 VEHICLE WEIGHT 

(a) G.V.W. – 62,000 lb minimum SPECIFY: lb. 

(b) The allowable G.V.W. as supplied shall be shown 

on a metal tag. 

Yes No 

(c) Chassis Weight – 17,300 lb. min. equipped as per 

these specs. 

SPECIFY: lb. 

3 ENGINE:    SPECIFY: 

 

MAKE: 

MODEL: 

EMISSIONS:  

MAKE                                               MODEL 

Freightliner        DD13 – 410 H.P. minimum 
Western Star      DD13 – 410 H.P. minimum 
International      A-26  410 H.P. minimum  

 

Engine Warranty: State engine warranty included. SPECIFY: 

(a)  6 cylinder wet sleeve engine with 1350 front 

crank adaptor for install of body builders front mount 
pumps. 

SPECIFY: 

(b) Gross H.P. – 410 min. SPECIFY: HP @ RPM 

(c) Gross Torque – 1,650 lb. ft. min. SPECIFY:  lb. ft. @ RPM 

(d) Net Torque  SPECIFY:  lb. ft. @ RPM 

(e) Engine Weight SPECIFY:  lb. 

(f) Engine shall be programmed to Township 

specifications. 

SPECIFY: 

(g) Displacement – 12.8 litre minimum SPECIFY:                                   litres 

(h) Air Cleaner – Heavy Duty element shall consist of 
a replaceable type filter. 

SPECIFY: 

(i) The air intake shall be controllable for Summer / 

Winter operations, manual slide control preferred. 

Yes No 

(j) Oil Filter – full flow type mounted on the engine 
(remote location not acceptable) – 2L capacity. 

CAPACITY: litres 

(k) Alternator – shall be Delco 36SI brushless 160 

amps. Minimum capacity. 

CAPACITY: amps 

(l) Battery Box – SHALL be located under 

passenger seat. To protect all battery connections 
and terminals from environmental corrosions 

    Specify Location: 
_____________________________. 

Yes No 
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(m) Battery – Three 12 volt batteries to be supplied 
and shall have a total cranking capacity of 2190 
CCA minimum 

SPECIFY: CCA 

(n)Batteries shall be mounted in such a way as 
to not interfere with body builder equipment 
and close enough to prevent voltage loss to 
ECM. 

Yes No 

(o) For the hydraulic pump, a minimum 4-inch 

diameter opening through the radiator shall be 
provided centred with the crankshaft of the engine 
to allow adequate clearance of the P.T.O. shaft. 

 Crankshaft shall be provided with an adapter for 
P.T.O drive. 

   Specify if radiator has a hole through it: 
______________________. 

Yes No 

NOTE: Where a crankshaft is located low enough to allow the front mounted pump to 
operate with sufficient clearance below the radiator, the 4-inch opening in the radiator 

is not required. 

(p) Anti-freeze shall be supplied to – 60F.  Yes No 

(q) Fan clutch – shall be an air controlled model type. 

      

Yes No 

(r) High temperature and low oil pressure engine 

protection alarm bell or buzzer device shall be 
installed. 

Yes No 

(s) All coolant hoses shall be Gates Blue Stripe Yes No 

(t) Air Compressor – Bendix 19 CFM. or equivalent 

  Type:  

Yes No 

(u) Coolant filter/conditioner to be installed if option is 
available 

Yes No 

(v) The radiator shall have an aluminium core and be 

a minimum of 1500 square inches. 

Yes No 

(w) Engine shall be programmed that engine idle time 

does not exceed 15 minutes. 

Yes No 

(x) Engine shall be equipped with electric pre-heater 
feature for the fuel.  Fuel water separator. 

Yes No 

 Horizontal exhaust pipe with horizontal muffler.  After 
treatment device frame mounted under cab on 

passenger / curbside.  Exhaust / air tanks must not 
interfere with installation of snowplow equipment.   

Specify: 

______________________________________ 

4 TRANSMISSION 

(a) Transmission shall be 6 speed Allison 4500 RDS 

automatic. 

Specify: 
___________________________________________

___. 

Yes No 

SPECIFY: 

  

(b) Transmission shall be equipped with oil cooler. SPECIFY: 

(c) Transmission shall be filled with synthetic oil.  SPECIFY: 

(d)  Keypad shift for transmission. SPECIFY: 
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(e)  Transmission keypad location – dash mounted. SPECIFY:  

(f)  The flywheel supplied shall be the heavy-duty iron 

type. 

Specify: 

___________________________________________
____. 

                 Yes                         No 

(g) The truck ground speed shall be obtained by the 
use of a speed sensor attached to the truck 

transmission for sander application units. 

Yes No 

(h) The drive shafts shall have half round yokes  in 

the event of towing truck so the drive shaft can be 
removed easily. 

Yes No 

(i)  1810 series drive line c/w half round yokes 

 

Yes No 

   
5 

 

CHASSIS:  Front bumper – Grey to be supplied.               Yes                                              No 

(a)  Cab to rear axle. – *approx. 132” clear ‘effective’ 

C.A. required. 

NOTE: Must check w/body builder prior to ordering 
chassis. 

SPECIFY:  inches 

(b) Front axle spring capacity, at the ground – 22,000 

lbs minimum. 

SPECIFY:   lb. 

(c) Rear Suspension shall be Hendrickson Haulmaax 
40,000 lb. 

SPECIFY:   lb. 

(d) Wheelbase to be 198” approximately.  Set back 

axle required. 

SPECIFY:   inches 

(e) 40,000 lb. rear suspension shall be Hendrickson 

Haulmaax   with 54” spread and shocks on both 
axles. 

Specify: 
_________________________________________
_____. 

Yes No 

(f) Front Springs shall be 23,000# flat leaf design with 

front shock absorbers. 
SPECIFY: 

6 CAB  -  AIR RIDE                                                                    Yes                                            No 

(a) Premium conventional cab with a full front tilt 
hood, (complete with stationary chrome grill 
separate from hood, rock guard and bug screen 
that will not interfere with a front mounted P.T.O. / 
dual hydraulic pumps.  Hood hatch openings 
required too check all fluid levels when the hood is 
unable to be tilted during winter operations.  
Enhanced dipstick location for oil and transmission 
fluid check so that when hood hatch is opened the 
fluids can be checked without tilting plow harness. 

Yes  No 

(b) For sound (Max 80 D.B.A. interior cab noise) and 
heat protection, deluxe interior insulation and trim 

panels are required on each door, the headliner, 
the complete back panel and under the floor mat.  
Overhead console with storage pockets and map 
lights to be provided. 

Yes No 
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(c) Heavy duty, high back, dark coloured 100% grey 

CLOTH seats with foam rubber cushions. Supplier’s 
obligation to remove seats if necessary to be 
recovered. 

SPECIFY: 

(d) The driver’s seat shall be premium with right side 

armrest for driver’s seat, seat must have a fully 
adjustable air ride suspension, with fore/aft leg 
reach setting, front seat cushion height adjustment 

for leg support and adjustable air lumbar supports.  

SPECIFY: 

(e) The passenger’s seat shall be fully padded and of 

heavy-duty construction. Mid back stationary for 
batteries. 

Yes No 

(f) Right hand door window shall be raised and 

lowered electrically by a remote switch located 
within easy reach of the driver and passenger.  Left 
hand window shall be raised and lowered 
electrically by a remote switch located within easy 

reach of the driver. 

Yes No 

(g) Floor mats – HEAVY DUTY rubber double insulation Yes No 

(h) Sun Visors – dual adjustable as well as driver’s left 
side adjustable fold down side sun visor. 

Yes No 

(i) Windshield Wipers – Heavy Duty electric type with 

intermittent feature.  Wiper blades shall be 
winter/snow type. 

Yes No 

(j) Mirrors – two (2) Power West Coast type outside, 
shall be supplied and shall be 6 x 16 in. minimum, 

convex mirrors on both sides shall be below the 
West Coast mirrors.  Look down mirror on 
passenger side.  Mirrors to be chrome or stainless 
steel finish. 

Yes No 

(k) The West Coast Powered and convex mirrors shall 

be electrically heated to prevent fogging and ice 
build up. 

Yes No 

(l) Fresh air heater and defroster with 3 speed fan and 
side windows defroster.  

Yes No 

 (m) Factory installed, cab pressurizing air conditioning 

shall be supplied. 

Yes No 

(n) Electronic engine throttle shall be supplied. Yes No 

(o) Door storage pocket shall be provided for both 
doors. Overhead console w/mesh screen pockets.   

    Padded headliner, padded material in-cab back 
wall, padded door panels w/map pockets. 

Yes No 

(p) Cab will be equipped with air ride suspension. Yes No 

(q) Right and left aluminium lower and intermediate 

cab footsteps shall be supplied. 

Yes No 

(r) Air filter restriction gauge shall be mounted in the 

dash. 

Yes No 

(s) Exterior aerodynamic sun visor painted cab colour. Yes No 
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(t) Grab bars on outside of cab to assist easy entry 

and exit for driver and passenger. With rubber 
inserts to prevent operator slippage  

Yes No 

(u) Air Horns – left side only shall be supplied 
complete with snow shields. 

Yes No 

(v) DPF / muffler / SCR to be mounted on the truck 

frame and not interfere with snowplow equipment 
and shall have a heat guard if applicable. 

Yes No 

(w) The exhaust shall not interfere with mounting of 
body equipment on the snowplow.   

Yes No 

(x) AM – FM / CD / clock radio with weather channel 

and Bluetooth capabilities shall be supplied. 

Yes No 

(y) Rubber fender extensions on each front wheel 
opening to help check road spray shall be supplied.  

The extension will cover the entire fender with no 
voids. 

Yes No 

(z) Inner fender splashguards that completely cover 
the engine compartment from spray from the front 
wheels.  Full width extension / mud flaps that 

extend from the front ¼” fenders to within at least 
9 inches of the road surface, to be the entire width 
of the front fender to cover under cab fuel tank / 

DPF. 

Yes No 

(aa) The electrical system shall be supplied with 

circuit breakers where possible. 

Yes No 

(bb) All electrical connections shall be waterproofed 
with Glyptol or equivalent. 

Yes No 

(cc) A junction block for rear lights shall be mounted 

in cab and all body builder connections inside of 
cab. 

Yes No 

(dd) 115 V / 1500 watt engine block heater and 300 
watt oil pan heater to be supplied, plug in to be 

mounted under cab on drivers side 

Yes No 

(ee) 3 triangular reflector kit to be mounted in cab Yes No 

(ff)  Dry Type ‘ABC’ 5 lb. fire extinguisher mounted in 
cab on floor beside driver’s seat – accessible when 
door opened. 

Yes No 

(gg) Temperature display module inside of the cab 

that will display both the air and road surface 
temperature. 

Yes No 

(hh) 3 auxiliary powered in-dash switches for 

plow/sander equipment wiring.  A terminal panel 
or builder’s junction point relay board shall be 
incorporated into the wiring system to access 
wiring circuits to add additional lighting for the 

body installation. 

Yes No 

(ii) Electronic cruise control Yes No 

(jj) All glass shall be tinted O.E.M. tinted. Yes No 

(kk) 2 in-dash cup holders accessible to the driver. Yes No 
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(ll) Power source cigar type receptacle – 2 outlets 

required. 

Yes No 

(mm) 2-Way radio wiring effects; wiring with 20 amp 

fuse protection, including ignition wire with 5 amp 
fuse, wire ends heat shrink and routed to centre of 
header console in cab. 

Yes No 

 

 

 

(nn) *18” Tilt / Telescopic Steering Wheel Yes No 

(oo) Cab colour (or stainless steel) matched valance 
panel shall extend from the bottom of the cab to 
just above the fuel tank. 

Yes No 

(pp) Cab gauges shall include but not limited to: 

tachometer, speedometer, oil pressure, engine 
temperature, fuel/DEF, hour meter, amp/volt 
meter, dual air pressure, air cleaner restriction 

indicator and transmission temperature gauge. 

Yes No 

(qq) Rear tinted cab window to be supplied. Yes No 

(rr) First aid – mounted in cab. Yes No 

(ss) Instep lamp on driver and passenger door. Yes No 

7 

 

FRAME:  18” front frame extensions required w/1/4” frame insert 

Yes                                               No 

(a) Axle to rear of frame distance to be 62 in. min. SPECIFY: 

(b) Frame shall be supplied as follows: 

MAKE FRAME REINFORCING MATERIAL 
YIELD 

STRENGTH 

SECTION 
MODULUS 

RESISTANCE 
BENDING 

MOMENT 

 14.12 x 3.06 

x.312 

Double Channel *120,000 

P.S.I. 

30.0 3,300,000 

 10 ½ x 3 ½ x 

5/16 

10 13/16 x 3 

13/16 x 5/16 

*120,000 

P.S.I. 

31.10 3,421,000 

Resisting bending moment (Section Modulus x yield strength) shall be 3,200,000 lb. in. min. 

 Section Modulus shall be 26.8.0 minimum. 
 

Specify: Make  

Frame Size  

Reinforcing Size  

Material Yield Strength  

Section Modulus  

Resistance Bending Moment  

(c) Left side of frame shall be kept clear BOC to 

forward of rear axles for the sander spinner  To be 
confirmed by body builder                   

Yes No 

8 STEERING 

(a) Power steering shall be supplied with dual steering 

boxes. 

Yes No 

(b) There shall be a filter for the steering fluid and it 
shall be serviceable without dismantling any power 
steering components. 

SPECIFY: 

9 AXLES 
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(a) Front axle shall be 22,000 lb. capacity min. CAPACITY   lb. 

(b) Rear axle shall be 40,000 lb. capacity min. CAPACITY   lb. 

(c) Rear axle shall be tandem, dual drive w/rear axle 

lube pump. 

Yes No 

(d) Rear axle spacing shall be 54” or 60 in. between 
the axle centres 

SPREAD    inches 

(e) Rear axle shall be single speed approx. 5.29 ratio. 

Specify: 
___________________________________________

__. 

Yes No 

(f) Rear axle shall have a power divider lockout, 

switch on dash for driver.  Shall also have 4 way lock 
up on separate switches. Shock absorbers on all axles. 

Yes 

 

                 Yes 

No 

 

                        No 

(g) Front axle shall be set back and have Stemco seals 
with synthetic lube. 

Yes No 

(h) Road speed at rated RPM in top gear shall be 100 

km/hr approx. 

SPECIFY:  Speed km/hr 

(i) State axle ratio / start off grade ability for best 
performance and fuel economy for heavy duty snow 
plowing operations. 

SPECIFY: 

(j) Following is a list of approved axles:- 

MAKE MODEL 

                   Meritor     MT-40-14XP 40,000# 

MAKE 

 

MODEL 

(k) A driveline analysis shall be provided. Yes No 

(l) Rear axles shall be filled with synthetic oil. Yes No 

10 BRAKES 

(a) Service Brakes - full air brakes shall be supplied 
with ABS. 

Yes No 

(b) Front brakes, size 16.5 x 7 in. min. shall be 

supplied.    

 S Cam type. 

SPECIFY TYPE: 

 SIZE mm. 

(c) Rear brakes, size 16.5 x 7 in., min. shall be 

supplied.     

 S. Cam type with four Anchorlok Life Seal 3030 

brake chambers. 

SPECIFY TYPE: 

 SIZE mm. 

(d) Brakes shall be in accordance with MVS 121 U.S. 
Standards.  

Truck to trailer brake package required hand control 
valve trailer brake, air glad hands and 7 wire 
electrical plug to rear of chassis frame. 

Yes No 

(e) Bendix Westinghouse AD-9 air dryer to be 

supplied. 

 

Yes No 

SPECIFY: 

(f) Brake chambers on rear drive axle shall not 

extend beyond rear tires so truck can be 

dumped into shoulder or asphalt spreader. 

Yes No 

(g) Slack Adjusters - shall be equipped with Rockwell 
automatic slack adjusters 

Yes No 
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(h) Suspended *accelerator / brake pedal is required. Yes No 

11 WHEELS AND TIRES 

(a) Front polished aluminium rims shall be 10 - hub 
piloted and hubs shall have a load rating of 12,500 
lbs each. 

Specify rim type, Accuride #, load rating: 

Yes No 

(b) All steel rear rims shall be powder coated white SPECIFY: 

(c) Front Wheel rim size shall be 22.5”x12.25”with 

4.75 inset. 

SPECIFY: 

(d) Front tire size shall be 425/65R x 22.5L - 20 ply 
steel belted radials 

SPECIFY: 

(e) Front tires shall be Michelin XZY3 SPECIFY: 

(f) Dual rear wheels shall be supplied Yes No 

(g) Rear wheel rim size shall be 22.5 x 8.25 in, 10-
stud hub piloted, 2 hand HD steel disc. 

SPECIFY: 

(h) Rear tires shall be Michelin XDS M/S 11R22.5.G 16 

ply 

SPECIFY: 

.  

               

12 PAINT 

(a) Paint shall be O.E.M. YELLOW Dupont Imron 5000 

code# N2065HP. 

Yes No 

13 FUEL TANK 

(a) Minimum 80 gallon fuel tank shall be supplied. 
Tank shall not extend more than 19 inches 

beyond rear of cab. This area may be needed for 
spinner modifications. 

Yes No 

SPECIFY:    gallons 

(b) Tank shall be mounted on left hand side and shall 
include a helper step fastened to bottom of tank.  

Yes No 

(c) The fuel tank shall be constructed of  non-polished 
aluminium w/stainless steel straps. 

Yes No 

14 LIGHTS, ELECTRICAL & WARNING DEVICES 

(a) All Chassis wiring SHALL be analog wiring, 
multiplex wiring will not be accepted 

Yes No 

(b) Two, fender mounted or mirror arm mounted, 4 
in. diameter amber directional lights, facing front 

Yes No 

(c) Stop lights shall be supplied. Yes No 

(d) Five identification streamlined cab lights shall be 

supplied. 

Yes No 

(e) Four-way flashers shall be supplied. Yes No 

(f) Back-up lights shall be supplied. Yes No 

(g) 97 dba back-up alarm. Yes No 

(h) Trailer connection socket 7 wire shall be mounted 
at rear of frame. 

Yes No 

(i) All lights shall be LED where available. Yes No 

SPECIFY: 
j) *O.E.M. provisions must be made so auxiliary front 

plow lights can be plugged directly in to the truck.  
Yes No 
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No splicing in to factory wiring for plow equipment 
will be permitted.  In-cab dash switch for aux. plow 
lights. 

SPECIFY: 

(k) Electrical system shall have a master cut-off 
switch located just inside the cab behind the 

driver’s seat. 

Miscellaneous: 2 complete sets of keys. 

Yes No          

 

 

 

15 WARRANTY AND SERVICE LITERATURE 

(a) Signed manufactures factory warranty shall be 

supplied. 

      To include: 60 month minimum 300,000 Km full 
cab & chassis O.E.M. warranty: 

   60 months unlimited mileage transmission warranty. 

   7 year / 250,000 mile engine warranty.  

Proponent must supply all warranty details and related 
documents 

Yes 

 

 

                  Yes 

                  Yes 

No 

 

 

                        No 

                        No 

                       

(b) Shop manuals and parts books shall be supplied 
including Chassis, body, engine, and electrical. 

Yes 

 

SPECIFY: 

No 

 

(c) Proof of engine warranty from manufacturer must 

be supplied. 

Yes No 

(d) A late warranty registration for truck and engine 
shall be supplied after all sander and plow 
equipment has been installed on this cab and 

chassis. 

Yes No 

(e) A list shall be supplied stating filter and belt 

numbers, all types of oils required and time frames 
for regular maintenance work 

Yes No 

NOTE: This specification lists only the major details of a unit; therefore, it is the supplier's 

responsibility to deliver a fully equipped vehicle with compatible components to provide 
dependable efficient service. 

16 TRADE-IN: Single Axle with plow, wing and 

sander body 

2008 Sterling S/N 2FZAATBS88AZ77648 

C/W Larochelle 2 Way plow and wing 

17 DELIVERY DATE: 

Number of weeks to body builder after receipt of 
order. 

SPECIFY: weeks 

18 NOTES:   

Complete manufacturer's literature and specifications shall accompany each quotation. 

These specifications sheets shall be completed and returned with the quotation form. 

The chassis shall be delivered to the Township’s Ontario body builder / supplier for equipment install. 

Licensing shall be at the expense of the Township of Georgian Bay.  An annual inspection sticker supplied 

by dealer. 

A qualified technician shall provide a minimum of 2 
hours of training to Township of Georgian Bay 

employees when unit is delivered. 

Yes No 

19 SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 
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When this truck is being built all components and 

accessories must be placed so they will not interfere 
with each other and situated with the operators safety 
and comfort in mind. 

Include additional OPTIONAL WARRANTIES / literature 
/ pricing for engine, transmission and electrical 
components. 

The Township of Georgian Bay requests a pre-build 
inspection and an inspection at appx. 75% completion 

for two employees at no cost to the municipality  

SPECIFY:                                                                                   

 

 

SPECIFY: 

20 AUTOMATIC GREASING SYSTEM/KROWN RUST 

PROOFING 

 

 Groeneveld single line Automatic greasing system 
SHALL be installed and hooked up by trained 

professionals, to all truck and body components where 
possible, installation shall be post delivery at 
customers location in Port Severn 

Krown Undercoating shall be applied post delivery at 
the customers location in Port Severn after the auto 
greasing system has been installed.  

YES:       NO: 

21 DECLARATION OF WEIGHT  

 Successful bidder shall provide to the Township a 

printed scale ticket of complete unit weight including 
Plow, Wing, Full tank of Fuel and 1 person. Weight is 
to determine legal amount of material that can be 

hauled with out exceeding GVWR. 

YES:       NO: 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR: 

PROLINE ‘U’ combination SANDER / DUMP BODY, 

PLOW, VCL AHW 12' WING and VCL 350SCL WING 

HARNESS ASSEMBLY.  

 

Yes  /  No      Specify if different 

 
Unit must be Manufactured, Assembled, and Installed by Viking 
Cives Ltd. Mount Forest, Ontario 

 

_________/____________________________________ 
 

PLOW 
 

Reversible plow, Viking VCL36R1145C HIKER all steel.   
 

  _______/_____________________________________ 
 

Dimensions: 36” moldboard height, 11’ bulldozing clearing path. At 35 
degree 9’10”.   

 
_______/_____________________________________ 

 
Moldboard constructed from 10 ga. steel.  Eight (8) 3/8” thick reinforcing 

ribs 100% welded to the moldboard.         

 
______/______________________________________ 

 
The safety trip shall consist of two compression coil springs incorporated into 

the ‘A’ drive frame.  The two compression trip springs will be 5/8” wire, 5 ¼” 
O.D., 14” free length with a total of 8 active coils.                                                         

 
______/______________________________________ 

 
Two (2) mushroom style skid shoes will be fitted to drive frame. These shoes 

shall carry the weight of the plow when the moldboard trips. The bottom of 
the moldboard is to be reinforced with ½” x 6”x 4” backer angle.                             
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______/______________________________________ 

 
A second angle 3/8” x 3” x 2” shall be welded above for added strength and 

rigidity.                                                    
 

______/______________________________________ 
 

Two (2) 3” x 14” double acting hardened chromed hydraulic cylinders 
w/hydraulic Safeway S70 dripless quick couplers at front end  of plow 

harness on drivers side.                         
 

______/______________________________________ 
 

Three (3) anodized Grade 70 lift chains to carry plow in travel position.                            
 

______/______________________________________ 

 
These chains must be as wide spread as possible in order to make the plow 

stable, and the plow must remain level when carried.                                                                               
 

______/_____________________________________ 
 

Four (4) hinge points are to be provided to connect the mold-board to the 
push frame, spanning a minimum distance of 80”.                                                                                  

 
______/_____________________________________ 

 
To prevent damage to the reversing cylinders a cross over relief valve shall 

be supplied in hydraulics on push frame.     
 

______/_____________________________________ 

 
 

One piece HIGH WEAR cutting edge in lieu of standard ½”cutting edge.                            
 

______/______________________________________ 
 

 
Quick attach push frame swivel, complete with side crank removable jack 

stand to support the plow and frame when disconnected from the truck.                                           
 

______/______________________________________ 
 

36” fluorescent plow marker on each end of moldboard.         
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______/______________________________________ 
 

 
All steel prepped, shot blasted, epoxy primed and painted upgraded BARIL 

181 Medium Gloss BLACK.                      
 

______/_____________________________________ 
 

HYDRAULIC TILT PLOW HARNESS: 
 

Viking VCL500T hydraulic tilt plow harness with ½” check-plates to suit cab 
and chassis.                                                     

 
_______/___________________________________ 

 

The harness must tilt forward to allow the chassis hood to tilt forward over 
center of its pivots and stay open without the need of any additional 

supports or hitting the harness.              
 

_______/___________________________________ 
 

The harness tilt and return function shall be by operator from within the cab 
via a featherable air over hydraulic control on swivel control pedestal 

between seats.                                  
 

_______/___________________________________ 
 

One single non – load bearing full length locking shaft 4” square 3/8” tube 
by ¾” and other end chamfered will be manually removed prior to 

performing harness tilt function.    

 
_______/___________________________________ 

 
Hydraulic hardened chromed 2 ½” x 6” stroke power tilt cylinder with 

separate hydraulic valve section B.O.C. and in-cab featherable control.                                          
 

______/____________________________________ 
 

Hydraulic hardened chromed 4” diameter with 10” stroke power plow lift 
cylinder with separate hydraulic valve section B.C. and in-cab featherable 

control.                              
 

_______/___________________________________ 
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Overall height of the front harness plate will be 57 ½” at the top and 40” at 
the bottom.  ½” steel plate pump and tilt cylinder mounting bracket welded 

to the cheek plate assembly 24 1/4” wide by 18 ½”                                                               
 

______/____________________________________ 
 

Two pair of drive ears 100% welded to the front plate spaced at standard 30 
½” centers.                                                               

 
______/____________________________________ 

 
Three sets of plow drive bar connection holes located in drive ears height to 

lower drive connection 19” mounted when truck empty.                                                                                 
 

______/____________________________________ 

 
Quick attach plow pockets with drop in pins for plow hook-up to plow 

harness.                                                                           
 

______/___________________________________ 
 

Plow lift yoke ¾” steel plate, braced with two ¼” x 2” flat bar diagonal 
braces.  Two mounting locations in lift yoke for carrying of plow ‘pinned’ lift 

hydraulic lift cylinder: WINTER and SUMMER mode.                                                           
 

______/___________________________________ 
 

All structural steel plate used in the plow harness will be 44W complying 
with CSA G40.21.                                                     

 

______/____________________________________ 
 

Tensile strength will be 65-90 KSI and the minimum yield strength will be 44 
KSI.                                                               

 
______/___________________________________ 

 
All steel prepped, epoxy primed and painted upgraded BARIL 181 Medium 

Gloss BLACK.                                         
 

______/___________________________________ 
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ABL heated LED Headlights shall be installed in Plow Harness  

 
 ______/__________________________________ 

 
Cut O.E.M. front bumper and re-install ends to chassis.               

 
______/___________________________________ 

NOTE:  If unit equipped with front tow hooks – ship loose in truck cab. 
Ship take-off rear chassis frame x-member(s) with completed unit to 

end user. 
 

FULL HYDRAULIC VCLAHW WING HARNESS ASSEMBLY 
 

Viking VCL350SCL / AHW front 8 “ I beam @ 18.4 lb./ft. wing post, all 
hydraulic slide assembly – no cables or sheaves                   

 

______/____________________________________ 
 

The slide and trip hinge assembly shall be equipped with a convoluted 55 
density rubber hinged trip block which will allow the wing to trip over 

obstacles  and return to winging position.                                                                                      
 

______/____________________________________ 
 

The main supporting member for the front post shall be 4” O.D. x 2 ¾” I.D. 
x 5/8” wall tube cross member running through both cheek plates, 

reinforced with a ½” steel plate between the cheek  plate and front post.                          
 

______/___________________________________ 
 

The auxiliary support shall be 6” x 13 lb./ft. channel running across the top 

of both cheek plates.                                              
 

______/__________________________________ 
 

Aeon 5,000 capacity rubber helper spring kit for O.E.M. R.H. springs.                               
 

______/__________________________________ 
 

 
Two (2) LED front post wing lights on adjustable 18” bracket – separate in-

cab switches.              
 

_______/__________________________________ 
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Grote 12" #12020 convex mirror on raised 12" mounting bracket back side 

of front wing post to aid in winging operation.            
 

______/___________________________________ 
 

Rear wing assembly shall be VCL350SCL / AHW and rear structure shall  
attach directly to the right side of the chassis close behind the cab.  

Supporting structure shall extend across both chassis frame side rails and 
along the right side to provide a distribution of the wing load under heavy 

duty operation.        
 

______/___________________________________ 
 

A rigid load carrying enclosure shall be provided to support the wing braces 
and hydraulic cylinder for the rear of the wing.        

 

______/__________________________________ 
 

The valve control assembly shall contain 6 double acting valves to operate 
the plow lift, tilt harness, reversible plow, front of wing, rear wing slide, rear 

wing lift and one single acting section for body hoist.                                                                  
 

______/__________________________________ 
 

Minimum 35 U.S. gallon B.O.C. - above chassis frame mounted hydraulic 
3/16” pickled steel sealed oil reservoir with sight/temperature gauge, oil 

filter, chrome breather / filler cap, in tank hand removable filter screen, cap 
and drain plug, restriction gauge.  

 
______/__________________________________ 

 

Adjustable needle valves B.O.C. in hydraulics to allow operator to be able 
slow / or speed up wing function mode.                       

 
______/___________________________________ 

 
LED rear wing light with in-cab switch.                                                                                          

 
______/___________________________________ 

 
Wing assemblies and hydraulic oil reservoir prepped, epoxy primed and 

painted upgraded  BARIL 181 Medium Gloss 
                                                                                                       

______/________________________________ 
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VIKING VCLAHW 12' WING 

 
NOTE: If chassis layout drawing requires it then a VCL156AHW-13' wing 

shall be supplied at no extra cost. 
 

Inside height of wing shall be 28” minimum, outside height of wing shall be 
34” minimum. 12’ overall length.                          

 
______/__________________________________ 

 
Moldboard shall be made from  3/16" steel minimum.                    

 
______/__________________________________ 

 
The rear of the wing will be completely enclose and smooth paneled - no ribs 

showing.                                                            

 
______/__________________________________ 

 
The three discharge end caps are 3/16" plate all welded 100% to the 

moldboard face, the upper moldboard top angle and the rear lower 
moldboard channel.                                                              

 
______/__________________________________ 

 
The plate for mounting the wing to the wing post shall be 1” thick. The 

mounting hole shall be far enough from the edge of the plate to avoid failure 
in this area.                                                             

 
______/__________________________________ 

 

Lower backer angle shall be 5/8" x "x 4"                                          
 

______/_________________________________ 
 

Backer angle reinforced with 4 gussets 1/2" x 3" x 3" and 8 angle stiffeners 
3/16" x 4".                                                                         

 
______/_________________________________ 

 
Moldboard will be reinforced without the se of vertical ribs, horizontal 

internal reinforcement supplied.                                      
 

______/_________________________________ 
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One knuckle weldment for connecting the single push arm               

 
______/________________________________ 

 
HIGH WEAR wing blade (to suit either 12’ or 13’ wing)                   

 
______/________________________________ 

 
Turn buckle assembly to be permanently mounted to rear of wing - 

turnbuckle will pivot out and attach the wing brace in order support the 
brace during connecting and reconnecting.           

 
______/________________________________ 

 

Pinned on rear wing parking stand.                                                    
 

_______/________________________________ 
 

36” florescent plow marker on edge of wing moldboard.                   
 

_______/________________________________ 
 

Wing prepped, epoxy primed and painted upgraded BARIL 181 Medium Gloss 
BLACK.                                                                     

 
_______/_______________________________ 

 
Conspicuity safety reflective tape on wing arm brace and rear edge of wing 

moldboard.                                                                      

 
_______/_______________________________                     

 
Safety chain to hold wing in up raised position.                                  

 
_______/_______________________________ 

 
Pinned on rear wing parking stand.  

  
 ______/________________________________ 
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VIKING PROLINE II 1415HT HI-TENSILE COMBINATION SANDER / 

DUMP BODY/ PREWET 
 

Viking Proline II 1415HT HI-TENSILE 3/16” HARDOX 450 hi-tensile steel 
rated @ 180,000, > 203,000 P.S.I. in lieu of standard 3/16” COR –TEN, 

100% welded body.                                              
 

_______/_______________________________ 
 

10.7 cu. yds. / 13.8 cu. yds. water level load with 10” sideboards.       
 

_______/______________________________ 
 

10" hardwood sideboards – painted VCL BLACK.                               
 

______/_______________________________ 

 
60" front sloped panel with 22.5 degree / slope top to bottom, 45” sides – 

conveyor  floor to top rail, 53” rectangular gate – conveyor floor to top of 
gate. Top body rail: 4” x 4” x 3/8” square tubing.       

 
______/_______________________________ 

 
45" smooth rolled body side walls from conveyor floor to top body rail for 

interior body clean out – no breaks or bends.                           
 

______/_______________________________ 
 

Aluminum MTO fold-up body ladder at R.H. / curbside @ rear.         
 

_______/______________________________ 

 
53" double acting / rectangle tailgate from main conveyor floor to top body 

rail. Spreader chains.                                                                   
 

_______/_____________________________ 
 

16” wide x 14” high lever asphalt chute in bottom of tailgate with adjustable 
lever to R.H. curbside.                                                         

 
_______/______________________________ 
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Mailhot nitrated CS130”5.5-3 section class 80/30 ton front mounted body 

hoist, 50 degree tipping angle.                                                  
______/______________________________ 

 
 

Full length fully enclosed sloped integral body fenders, 100% welded   
 

______/_____________________________ 
 

Automatic main conveyor chain self tensioner – mid-point of body. 
Stainless steel pinned on - painted steel inspection cover plates each side of 

body long sills in lieu of bolt on inspection cover plates. Remote grease 
fittings at front of body – each side.  NOTE: No manually adjustable ram 

cylinders at rear of body allowed.                
 

______/______________________________ 

 
Conveyor width: 25” with ½” x 1 ½” x-flights @ every 4.5” - 100% welded, 

chain minimum 30,000 lb. tensile strength.  3/16” HARDOX steel main chain 
drop in cover plate.                                                      

 
______/_____________________________ 

 
25:1 main conveyor high efficiency planetary hydraulic main conveyor motor 

drive with 2” diameter idler and drive shafts.                              
 

______/______________________________ 
 

Planetary drive shaft shall deliver 50,000 IN/LB intermittent torque with 
34,960 IN/LB constant.                                                                           

 

______/______________________________  
 

Drive and idler shafts manufactured from high- resistance stress proofed 
Samson 100.                                                                                            

 
______/______________________________  

 
Drive and idler sprockets t be minimum 8 tooth C1030 cast steel.           

 
______/_____________________________ 
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Connection of the planetary drive shaft to the main conveyor shaft shall be 

accomplished by a split 2 piece rectangular shaped coupler assembly.                              
 

______/_____________________________            
 

Positive hydraulic direct drive 3/16" STAINLESS STEEL - removable pintle 
chain cross conveyor table. 3.0 cu. yd. hydraulic drive spinner motor.  

 
Driver's side spinner assembly with adjustable poly spinner assembly fore / 

aft. Swing up a lock spinner assembly horizontal to chassis frame. Safeway 
drip less hydraulic quick couplers for ease of removal of pinned spinner 

assembly in off season. Anti-coning spinner bar device. Grease fittings on 
spinner shaft.  Poly lined STAINLESS STEEL spinner chute, STAINLESS 

STEEL fold-up windrow chute.  
 

_______/_____________________________  

 
8” high poly overflow guards front and rear of x-conveyor table.           

 
_______/_____________________________ 

 
2 ply asphalt rated roll in rubber main conveyor cover.                          

 
_______/_____________________________ 

 
Rear main conveyor cover screen to be ‘PINNED’ not bolt on.             

 
_______/_____________________________ 

 
LED spinner light with in cab switch.         

 

______/______________________________                                                                            
 

¼" HARDOX 450 main conveyor floor rated @ 180,000 > 203,000 P.S.I.                               
 

______/______________________________ 
 

3/16" HARDOX main conveyor cover plate.                                           
 

______/______________________________ 
 

H.D. body hinge c/w grease fittings and integral rear body prop.           
 

______/______________________________ 
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Air tailgate with two (2) 30/30 brake pot chambers – one each side. Will not 

trip gate when air pressure lost. In-cab tailgate switch on floor pedestal 
beside drivers seat.  Bolt on brake pot chamber covers for tailgate brake pot 

chambers.                                                            
 

______/______________________________ 
 

Air tarp with two (2) outboard air cylinders – one each side.  1 ½” x 1 ½" 
ALUMINUM ‘dog legged’ tarp arms. Air tarp switch in cab beside driver's 

seat. Mesh air tarp.                                                        
 

______/______________________________ 
 

Viking supplied and installed pre-wet package as follows: 
 

3/16” aluminum chassis mounted pre-wet tank trays in lieu of standard steel 

– one tray each side. Single 155 U.S. gallon clear poly pre-wet tank each 
side with 2” male camlock fill coupler on driver’s side at front of body, 

female camlock coupler cap. Ball valve shut offs for both tanks and all 
required poly plumbing. Raised tank vents – one each tank. Fill capability of 

both tanks from driver’s side at front of body. Integral steel body fenders to 
fully enclose and protect pre-wet tank trays and tanks.3 gallon clear poly 

flush tank with ball valve shut-off back of cab – above frame for flushing out 
pre-wet lines, liquid pump and spray nozzles. VCL liquid pump in chassis 

mounted stainless steel cabinet on driver’s side back of cab. VCL spray 
nozzle kit with two pre-wet spray nozzles at end of x-conveyor table were 

materials tumbles down onto spinner assembly.                                                                             
 

______/______________________________ 
 

Flush mounted rear body post > tailgate with Grote L.E.D. stops/tail/turn 

and back-ups – three sets of lights each side of gate.                      
 

______/______________________________ 
 

Rear upper body post Whelan 500 series LIN6 Super L.E.D. lights – BLUE on 
driver's side / AMBER on curbside.                                       

 
______/______________________________ 

 
Grote Ultra Blue Seal body wiring plug in harness kit for all body lights.   No 

soldering or shrink tubing of wiring.                                  
 

_______/_____________________________ 
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Viking 9 circuit breaker / 12 function back lit rocker switches for body 

lighting mounted in aluminum housing on swivel pedestal between seats.                         
 

______/______________________________ 
 

Two (2) upper body MTO ALUMINUM light poles with UPPER L.E.D. REDS 4” 
L.E.D. blue strobe on driver side, amber on curbside.  LED spot light aimed 

at ground - one each upper tree.  Lights hooked into O.E.M. reverse switch.                     
 

_______/_____________________________ 
 

Grote 4” amber and blue strobes in stainless steel boxes at rear of chassis 
below frame – switches in cab.                                                  

 
______/______________________________ 

 

Whelan L-31 series amber and blue strobes B.O.C. on adjustable pedestal – 
separate in cab switches on swivel pedestal between series.               

 
_______/_____________________________  

 
LED B.O.C. conveyor light with in cab switch.                                                                 

 
______/______________________________ 

 
LED rear spot / back up light at rear of chassis frame – separate in cab 

switch. (not hooked to reverse lights)                                                   
 

_______/____________________________ 
 

All blue lights to be on same in-cab switch.                                              

 
_______/____________________________ 

 
All blue lights to be on drivers side of unit, including the blue light B.C. on 

pedestal.                                                                                      
 

_______/____________________________ 
 

 
All amber lights to be on R.H. / curbside of unit, including the amber light 

B.C. on pedestal.                                                                             
 

________/___________________________ 
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Amber and blue lights on pedestal B.O.C. to be on separate in-cab switches.                     
 

________/___________________________ 
 

Mud flaps front and rear of tandem axles.                                                  
 

_______/____________________________ 
 

Chassis mounted aluminum fenders to suit 54" axle spread.                     
 

_______/____________________________ 
 

License plate bracket and light on rear body x-member on drivers side.   
 

_______/____________________________ 

 
Heavy duty pintle hook plate and frame reinforcing >30,000 lb. MGTW c/w 2 

safety chain loops.  Holland PH410RA11 air cushioned hook 100,000 lb. 
MGTW rated hook  mounted @ ____” lunette height  (level ground to lower 

inside saddle of hook).  Air hook plunger switch on floor pedestal beside 
driver's seat.  Switch out O.E.M. glad hands with Traction Tec #9311 / 9312 

swing away glad hands.  Prep and paint pintle plate hook assembly upgraded 
BARIL 181Medium Gloss BLACK.                                                                                                 

 
_______/____________________________ 

 
Proline body to be prepped,  shot blasted and painted IMRON 5000,Elite SS 

YELLOW, code# N2065HP ‘BAKED FINISH’.                      
 

_______/____________________________ 

 
3M conspicuity safety reflective tape on lower sides of body and on tailgate.                     

 
________/__________________________ 

 
NOTE: Do not re-install O.E.M. tail lights – ship loose in truck cab. 
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SPREADER CONTROLLER 

 
 

An ACE Ecobite II Pro closed-loop electronic spreader controller shall be 

installed in the cab. The spreader controller shall incorporate the following 

features: 

• An LCD display to show spreader rate, spinner settings, operating 

state and error conditions 

• Dial-type knobs to control spread rate / speeds and spinner width  

• Backlight power, spread/pause and blast buttons 

• Material selector and manual/auto mode switches  

• All provisions must be in place for the controller to allow for a fixed 
rate application of pre wet material  (fixed rate to be determined by 

customer)                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                  
_______/____________________________ 

 
ACE Ecobite II Pro in cab electronic spreader controller with 3 section valves 

B.C. (spinner, conveyor, pre wet).  Valves mounted in weather proof 
cabinet.  In cab controller mounted on bottom of in cab swivel pedestal 

between seats. Conveyor sensor motor and adaptor cabling. MP Filtri high 
pressure 10 micron absolute filter system. Speed sensor. Firmware:English 

(rate scales).                                                                                
                                                                                                               

_______/____________________________ 
 

The ability to program spreading and blasting rates for 4 materials and 
disabling material types not used. 

                                                                                                                 

_______/____________________________ 
 

A stainless-steel thread-mount NPN signal-type sensor directly mounted on 
the conveyor motor shall be used to provide the conveyor speed signal to 

the controller. Plastic sensors or conveyor shaft-mounted sensors are not 
allowed. 

                                                                                                       
_______/____________________________ 

 
A data interface to a GPS data logger.                                           

 
_______/____________________________ 
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2 section adjustable swivel pedestal between seats to have under cab floor 

stiffener plate for rigidity.                                                                
 

_______/____________________________ 
 

An ACE Infobite GPS data logger shall be provided and installed to record 
routes, spreader activities and plow up/down events 

                                                                                                       
_______/____________________________ 

 
The GPS unit will also be linked to a front plow proximity switch to record 

plow UP/DOWN events.                                                 
 

_______/____________________________ 
 

 

FRONT MOUNT HYDRAULIC VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT PUMP 
 

Sauer  Danfoss 90cc. variable displacement piston open circuit load sensing 
front mount pump with manual emergency shut-off valve.         

 
_______/___________________________ 

 
Optivalve S combination load sensing (LS) valve system with pneumatic-

hydraulic single acting high flow valve (hoist).                                        
 

_______/___________________________ 
 

Split block valve kit (end caps for remote valve modules).                          
 

_______/___________________________ 

 
Split valve sections: one at front of chassis in behind plow harness on 

passenger side for: plow up/down, tilt harness, reversible plow, front wing 
post functions – rubber flap cover : one at B.O.C. above chassis frame for: 

rear wing lift, wing slide, wing extension, single acting body hoist, spreader  
block (3 section for spinner and main  conveyor) – valves in enclosure.       

 
_______/_________________________ 

 
 

 
The in-cab featherable controls on Viking adjustable control pedestal 

between seats when viewed from operators seat, shall operate in the 
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following sequence: 1).  Plow lift.  2).  Reversible plow.  3).  Front of wing.   

  4).  Rear of wing.  5).  Wing extension                                                          
_______/________________________ 

 
Lower floor console beside driver's seat to have: rear wing slide, body hoist 

functions.                                                                                            
 

_______/__________________________ 
                                          

Machined, balanced tube drive shaft for front mount pump.                        
 

_______/___________________________ 
  

All hydraulic hoses to be Eaton Aeroquip 2 wire, -70 / + 260 degree, rated, 
½” @ 4500 PSI; 3/8” 5300 PSI minimum rated, SAE100RS with swivels on 

both ends.                                                                             

 
_______/_________________________ 

 
Hydraulic system must not rob or slow down operation of spreader body 

when plow or wing function modes deployed.                                              
 

_______/_________________________ 
 

Single stage gear pumps not acceptable or flow dividers used to split oil 
flows between spreader and plow / wing functions.                                      

 
_______/_________________________                             

 
LIST OF FIVE (5) Municipal Customers with similar equipment  for the past 5 

years 

 
Customer Contact                             Telephone #                      Equipment      

    
1). 

 
2). 

 
3). 

 
4). 

 
5) 
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I/We hereby propose and agree to supply the unit for the following quotation price: 
 
 

BID 
 

Net Price for cab & chassis *complete with 

equipment as per specifications 

$ ____________________________

Trade in Value 2010 Freightliner M2 Tandem 
Axle 2FZAATBS88AZ77648 C/W Viking snow 
plow and wing, 190,000 km, average condition 

$ ____________________________

Add:  HST $ ____________________________

  

  

TOTAL QUOTATION for one complete unit 

delivered to Township of Georgian Bay Works 
Dept. Yard: 

Purposed Delivery date to Port Severn public 

works yard: 

___________________________ 

$ ____________________________

  

Dated at                                       , this                             day of                   , 2018. 

 

 

______________________________________       

Signature of Authorized Person 

 

                                                                                          

_______________________________________ 

   Name of Company 
 
 
                                                                                          
_______________________________________ 

                Full Address 
 
 
                                                                                          
_______________________________________                     Postal Code 


